Third Grade Weekly Facts for Oct. 30 – Nov. 3

Reading – “Roberto Clemente: Pride of the Pittsburgh Pirates”, pg. 166-189

Story Vocabulary
1. pronounced - said clearly and correctly
2. stands - seats at a stadium or ballpark
3. fans - great admirers
4. league - group of teams that compete against one another
5. score - to make a point or points in a game
6. polish - to make shine; to make something better
7. style - a way of doing something
8. slammed - hit with sudden force

Your child should be able to correctly use these words in a sentence.

Math - Developing Strategies for Addition and Subtraction

~round 2,3,4 digit numbers to the tens, hundreds, and thousands

Keep practicing subtraction rings nightly!!! It is VERY important for kids to be doing this!! Thanksgiving is quickly approaching. Multiplication facts are coming!!!!

Spelling/Grammar/Writing

~ unexpected consonant spellings ~ verbs
~ TEST, NOV. 3 ~ adding to our narratives with details

Science/Social Studies

~ friction ~cultural characteristics of a community
~ how physical, human, and cultural characteristics all impact a community

Important Info.

~ The Halloween Social is tonight from 7:00-9:30!!!! Tell all your family and friends!!!
~ Thanks so much for supplying our baskets with food and arts/crafts!

SCHOOL SUPPLY DRIVE: Route 40 is partnering with Casa Para Niños Aleluya School in San Bartolome Milpas Altas, Guatemala. As a partner school we are doing a school supply drive to collect school supplies that are needed for Casa. Supplies will be sent down with Mrs. Brenneman in November. Items needed:

- Pens
- Pencils
- Tape
- Pushpins
- Liquid glue
- Duct tape (different colors)
- Markers
- Dry erase markers – fine tip
- Word strips
- Glue sticks
- Loose leaf paper
- Colored pencils
- Index cards
- Multiplication flash cards
- Clip boards
- Oil pastels
- Acrylic paints
- Durable nylon pencil bags
- Yarn
- Band aids
- Pencil sharpeners
- Hot glue guns
- Hot glue sticks
- Brads
- Composition notebooks
- Spiral notebooks
- Kitchen sponges w/o scrubber
- 100 piece puzzles
- Clear contact paper
- Chalk
- Crayons
- Construction paper
- Sheets of craft foam
- Mellissa & Doug Floor puzzles
- Play Doh
- Crayola dry erase markers
- Die-cut paper shapes
- Die-cut paper décor
- Packing tape w/ dispensers
- Erasers (not pencil cap)
- Simple wall clock
- Foam letters
- Checkers
- Travel checker rugs
- Chess sets
- Puppets
- Large duffle bags
- Money

HAPPY HALLOWEEN